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Just One Point

Important Notification
ALUMNI MEET 2020 HAS BEEN POSTPONED AS A
SAFETY MEASURE TO PREVENT THE SPREAD OF
NOVEL CORONA VIRUS.
In view of the rampant spread of the Novel Corona Virus
Covid-19 and the subsequent order by the Ministry of
Health and Family Welfare, and the World Health Organisation to avoid large gatherings, Alumni Meet scheduled
on Saturday, 14th March at Jaipuria School of Business,
Ghaziabad stands postponed till further notice.
New date will be released and communicated to all based
on further notification by the Government.
Students Attend Webinar on Corporate Governance
April 12, 2020
Students of JSB got an opportunity to attend a webinar on
“Managing Corporate Compliance Challenges Due to
Covid -19.” organized by ASSOCHAM with a team of renowned Panelists.
This webinar was headed by Mr. Vijay Sachdeva, co-Chairman of ASSOCHAM, highlighting the problems which are being faced by our country as well as whole world, in terms of
economic, financial market, infrastructural, and other service
sectors.
Mr. Ankit Singhi, Partner and Head- Corporate Affairs and
Compliance primarily focussed on Supply Chain and Logistics
majority.
Other panelists discussed about the new provisions issued by
government regarding annual general meeting of board and
corporate social responsibilities. Approximately fifty students
attended the webinar.

NPTEL Session

April 20, 2020

Students attended a lecture by Experts on “Entrepreneurship
– What you should know before you take the plunge” organized by NPTEL

FEAR TODAY
Any phenomenon or a disease that assumes pandemic
proportions generates huge levels of fear affecting every
resident of our planet. Ironically, its microscopic dimensions, invisibility and parasitical character makes it extremely dangerous. It draws its destructive power from the
host it infects, multiplies, and in a short period of time damages several of the host’s vital organs by reducing the supply of oxygen. If the affected person is weak, old or suffers
from other physical morbidities, its impact becomes more
severe.
It is obvious that the most dominant emotion or a factor that
has gripped the entire mankind in the current situation
is FEAR. It has become all pervading. Those that have
been infected by it are suffering physically and undergoing
traumatic emotional experience. Many have given up the
fight and have succumbed. Others are living in fear of a
kind that is rarely experienced with such large coverage of
humanity in numbers, and its geographical spread.
All human beings are scared, and all non-humans are confused. Fundamentally, the cause of the fear is the potential
infection from the Virus, but we are now scared of everything, every object-animate or inanimate. We are scared of
each other and would like to maintain a respectable/or not
too respectable a distance from each other. Our own survival (every individual’s) has assumed the highest priority
to the exclusion of everyone else. It is not as if we are not
concerned, or anxious about the safety of our near and
dear ones. Yes, indeed we are, but fear effectively blurs
our vision and very adversely damages our cognitive and
emotional faculties. Fear does much more than just that. It
creates panic and panic-stricken person’s body reaction
causes multiple and collateral damage. Fear generates
anxiety for the safety of self and others. Anxiety often assumes a chronic character and leads to a state of habitual
stress and depression.
It is important to understand that fear like all other negative
and indeed, positive emotions is a biological phenomenon.
It triggers a chemical reaction in the body in the form of
hormonal secretions that hugely impact our state of immunity. Now the standard definition of immunity is the ability of an organism to resist a particular infection or toxin by
the action of specific antibodies or sensitized white blood
cells.
A prolonged state of fear, anxiety and stress leads to production of cortisol and its elevated levels causes increased
stress, saps energy and interferes with the body’s inherent
capacity to heal. In addition, it can trigger mental health issues like mood swings, anxiety and depression. Reduction
in the level can commence if we are able to shift the body
from stress response to the relaxation response. A
prolonged phase of stress can also lead to an asthmatic
condition, triggering shortness of breath or breathing
difficulties.
Contd…3

JSB Webinar
“Personal Branding”

April 18-19, 2020

Just One Point ( Contd..)
It is extremely important to understand that the strongest
means we have in our systems to fight the scourge of this
virus, is to strengthen our immune system and keep our
respiratory tract clear of any blocks or inflammatory
tendencies.

Jaipuria School of Business organised a two-day Webinar
on Personal Branding. In this webinar, the participants
learned the concept and, the elements of Personal Branding
and why it is important to be a self-branded professional.
Day 1 (18th April) – Speakers
Number of participants: 280
Ms. Anjali Khanna, VP-HR, JGEI started the session with
the basics of building a personal brand, she also emphasized
on identifying the factors that impact an individual to be different from others and what are the key elements required for
personal branding .
Mr.Vikas Madaan, Director – IT, Capgemini, shared his real
time experiences of how he worked on building himself as a
successful brand. He also gave some important mantras or
tips to the participants on being a successful individual brand.
Dr. Timira Shukla, Professor and Dean ( Academics) moderated the session in an effective manner in which queries of
participants were rightly answered.
Day 2 (19th April) – Speakers
Number of participants: 220
Dr. Nitin Kumar Saxena, Associate Professor, initiated the
session by explaining different modes of branding oneself on
applications like LinkedIn, Facebook etc. He also guided the
participants to what extent these applications are beneficial in
making oneself visible and innovative. He gave live hands on
experience on how to create your brand name (custom url) of
your own.
Dr. Vartika Chaturvedi, Associate Professor explained
how strong and impactful digital footprints can be built on digital platforms. She emphasised on the importance of infographic and video resumes. She not only discussed why these
contemporary formats are important in this digital era, she
also beautifully shared the format of the video resume, which
was very helpful for the participants.
Dr Timira Shukla re-emphasized on the importance of personal branding, why it is believed that if you do not exist on
google, you actually do not exist. She also explains the createcurate-connect triangulate concept of content creation.
At the end of the session, few questions of the participants
were taken-up. The session was an enriching experience for
the participants.

In other words, fear has to be banished from our system.
It may perhaps not be possible in all situations to do that.
The next best recourse that we have is to manage it and
minimize its impact. There is no standard procedure that
can be recommended because each person would exhibit
distinct response to a situation or an event that generates
fear. However, apart from consciously staying away from
the catchment of the threat posed by that phenomenon,
we need to quickly take control of ourselves in body and
mind. Every situation requires us to think first and then act.
Fear usually reverses the process. It is therefore essential
to take control of our physiological responses to any situation that poses danger.
The best thing to take control is to learn to breathe,
breathe deeply. Practice deep, even controlled breathing
in the normal course when there is no imminent danger.
You will be fully prepared to do so when faced a situation
that can cause potential danger. Slow, even and consciously regulated breathing slows down the heart rate,
keeps emotional arousal in check and makes you feel that
you are in control of the situation. Set up adequate time
for meditation, reflection and deep observation. These will
help build your confidence.
Any kind of fear makes us lose the battle against any adversity well before it has hit us. We need to fight it with all
the resources at our command, with prevention, restraint
and confidence. In our preparation, fear should have no
place.
VINOD MALHOT RA
DIRECT OR – CORPORAT E RELAT IONS,
SET H ANADRAM JAIPURIA GROUP

JSB Webinar
April 25, 2020
“Onboarding young professionals by HR in the changing times”
Faculty members of JSB organized and conducted this
Webinar which comprised of speakers from different segments of the Corporate world. The panel comprised of intellectual leaders like Mr. Vinay Trivedi CHRO, Tone
Tag, Bangalore; Mr. Gautam Kumar. CHRO and Director- SKF India; Ms. Anjali Khanna Vice President, The
Jaipuria Group of Education and Mr. SN Panigrahi,
AGM(HR), NTPC. Ms. Runa Maitra, Founder and Director of People Talent International moderated the session.
The speakers talked about how to care for the people during unprecedented times, keeping their morale high and
also the need to change the way of working and adapt and
learn various technologies to sustain in the changing
times.
Contd..

Webinar on
Mutual Funds and Tax Planning

May 03, 2020

Jaipuria School of Business organised a webinar on “Mutual Funds and Tax Benefits” on 3rd May 2020. The eminent
panelists were Mr. Chandresh Gupta, Trainer of NISM and
NSE, CA Bikram Agarwal, CFO, Jaipuria Group of Institutions and Mr. Santosh Parashar, Additional Director & Head,
Dept. of Corporate Affairs, ASSOCHAM.
All the panelists beautifully delineated on the very pertinent
and contemporary issues related to webinar topic. Mr. Chandresh Gupta focused on trend of mutual funds, growth of mutual fund industry and opportunities of investment in mutual
funds during this period of covid-19 and CA Bikram Agarwal
explained about tax planning, new slabs of income tax and procedure of E-assessment of tax. Mr. Santosh Parashar, moderator coordinated the speakers in very effective manner and
kept all the speakers at track. He lined up all the queries raised
by the attendees.
The session was concluded by vote of thanks of Dr. Ajay Kumar Patel, Associate Professor, to the eminent panelists, moderator, institute management, coordinator, and all participants
for making the webinar a successful event.. A total of 283 participants from diverse groups including students, salaried employees and professionals of different fields attended the webinar

JSB Webinar on HR (contd..)

April 25, 2020

Faculty members of JSB spearheaded by Prof Kanchana
organized and conducted this Webinar which comprised
of speakers from different segments of the Corporate
world. The panel comprised of
intellectual leaders like
Mr. Vinay Trivedi CHRO, Tone Tag, Bangalore, Mr. Gautam Kumar. CHRO and Director- SKF India; Ms, Anjali
Khanna Vice President, The Jaipuria Group of Education
and Mr. SN Panigrahi, AGM (HR), NTPC. Ms. Runa
Maitra, Founder and Director of People Talent International moderated the session.
It was the wonderful session where all the experts talked
about how to enable the professionals and make them
adaptable to the technology as this has become the new
way of working in the companies. The professionals
should learn and make themselves adjustable to the
changes. They also spoke how the organizations are on
boarding their employees and are coming up with the new
concept of story boarding. They laid emphasis on the orientation and training concept which definitely create synergy as people become aware of blind arena and public
arena of the competencies of the person. They also said
that the organization should ensure that there is a perfect
blend of work life balance and employees should not learn
only for the sake of learning but learn what they really want
to learn.
.

Students Attend Webinar on Trends in Corporate Accounting Practices

April 18. 2020

JSB students got the opportunity to attend a Webinar on the overview of Corporate Financial Statements under Schedule
3 to Companies Act,2013 and the recent provisions which have had a significant impact on Corporate accounting
and reporting.The speakers, Mr. Saumya Mukherjee and Mr. Avik Kumar Mukherjee, maestros in their fields of Commerce. The following were the ley learnings by the students:
1. It was learnt that under Schedule III of Companies Act, 2013 specified General Instructions for preparation of balance
sheet and statement of profit and loss of a company which includes compliance of the accounting standards; requirement of disclosures, notes to the accounts, round off; format for preparing balance sheet and statement of profit
and loss account.
2. Speakers laid special focus on issue of shares and debentures, redemption of debentures, buy-back and other forms
of capital restructuring, as well as Accounting for merger and reconstruction.
3. Recent provisions which have had a significant impact on Corporate accounting and reporting such as on expected
credit losses, valuation of inventory, deferred tax assets, insurance claims etc.
4. Businesses are required to report their inventory value at the lower of cost or net realizable value (NRV). Businesses
operating in non-essential goods and service industries that have experienced significant reductions in sales should
consider whether the value of their existing inventory has deteriorated and assess if any additional provision for
obsolescence is required
This webinar was very informative and interesting. The students learnt many new things and the panelists were also engaging. It helped the students enhance their knowledge base in Accounting practices and trends. The webinar was hosted by
Oxford University Press India

JSBIANS INITIATIVE TO SERVICE THE SOCIETY AS COVID
WARRIORS
Why save a few bucks when we can save a life?
Considering the hardships of Rural and Tribal communities, students of Jaipuria School of Business joined hands with CEI,
took Initiative in this noble cause by donating and spreading
awareness. They were aided by the faculty and staff members
of JSB towards fulfilment of this noble cause.
CEI (Confederation of Empowerment Initiative) is a non-profit
international organization, which is working for Holistic development for tribal & rural population for many years.
In this Pandemic, the CEI team mobilised their task force to distribute food grains, ration, and medical supplies to
over 3500 families in Maharashtra. It is essential to note that
many of these tribal households do not have a ration card,
Aadhar card (or another Government Document), etc. Hence,
they cannot avail of the ration being supplied by the Government at the Ration Outlets.
JSBiians joined hands in their live project of “CEI COVID Warriors” to help the tribal families of the interiors. They were
faced with impending starvation and cessation due to inadequacy of aids and now they have the support of the Government
of Maharashtra.

FDP @ JSB
May 15-17, 2020
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH: PERSPECTIVES AND
PRACTICES
Jaipuria School of Business organised a three-day virtual
Faculty Development Programme on Qualitative Research: Perspectives & Practices. The program was
inaugurated by Dr Aquil Busrai, Chief Executive Officer, Aquil Busrai Consulting and Dr S.S Bhakar, Director, Prestige Institute of Management (Gwalior).
Ms Anjali Khanna, VP HR of Jaipuria Group of Educational Institutions moderated the program.
There were more than 900 participants in the program.
Dr Aquil Busrai spoke at length about how faculty members can make efforts to unlearn and relearn and the
amazing concept of reverse mentoring. He also shared
how we should find ourselves, mentors, from millennials
who would help us get comfortable in the VUCA world
with Technology and Digitization at its prime.
Dr Bhakar stressed on the need to balance between
Qualitative and Quantitative research and how the new
normal will see a complete shift in the relationship of the
faculty and student relationship. He also stressed that the
institutions would play a very pivotal role in the growth
and development of faculty members.
On the second day, the guest speakers were Dr H Dangi,
Delhi School of Economics, Delhi University and Dr
Damayanti Datta, Associate Professor Jaipuria
School of Business (Ghaziabad). The faculty participants on the second day also were over 600 from different renowned colleges pan India like Management Development Institute (Gurgaon), Department of Management Studies (Delhi) and many more. The key concepts
covered were Sentiment Analysis and NVivo software.
The third day started on a very high note by with Dr
Timira Shukla speaking about the ‘Cyclical process of
research’ and its explanation. According to her, the research begins with a theory followed by a literature review
and research methodology. Dr Nitin Kumar Saxena ,
Associate Professor, continued the session on ‘Criteria
for Research and Good Practices for Qualitative Research’. Dr Vartika Chaturvedi, Associate Professor,
delivered the closing note with her session on ‘How to
publish the paper in Scopus Index Journals’.
The key learnings of the program were how qualitative
research should be utilised and adopted by the research
fraternity, what are the good practices of qualitative research. Other learnings include the need and use of
“Sentiment Analysis”
The FDP turned out to be well attended and well responded by the target community.

ONLINE
DIRECTOR’S
PANEL
DISCUSSION
ON
“CHALLANGES AND OPPORTUNITIES IN ONLINE
EDUCATION
DURING
AND
POST
COVID
19″
May 23, 2020

Dr. Jitendra Kumar Mishra joined JSB as its new Director on 30th May 2020.
A PhD holder in Economics, Dr, Mishra shares an experience
spread over a period of two decades in various facets of Academia. Being a vibrant learner during his professional journey,
he has gained proficiency not only in different aspects and
nuances of teaching, research, administration, and institution
building but also in handling cross-cultural scenarios

Faculty News
•

•

JSB held its 2nd Director’s Conclave online to discuss and
ponder on the opportunities ahead in the field of education with
the delivery medium going virtual.
The panel comprised of Directors of reputed Management
and Engineering colleges of Delhi/NCR and one media
expert.
Dr. U M. Amin, Officiating Director, JSB, discussed about the
changes required in our curriculum, pedagogy, evaluation systems to adopt online education.
Dr. Barkha Bahl, Director, Trinity Institute of Professional
Studies, discussed about the impact of Technology on our
jobs, and how technology can be used in more effective
manners to make it more meaningful.
Mr. Raj Agarwal, Director, AIMA, elaborated how industry is
set for a real revolution. The arrival of digital technologies has
led to reviewing the whole production system, and even the
way products are designed providing more job opportunities to
students.
Dr. Rakesh Yadav, Director, KCC beautifully explained the
most effective way to teach engineering and management students in today’s scenario, because teaching pedagogy is different in case of engineering and management education.
Dr. B C Sharma, Director, Indraprastha Engineering College,
focused how the Management students can be made more
employable and entrepreneurial initiatives.
Mr. Sanjay Singh, Editor, News 1 India, explained about the
problems are being faced by students residing in remote area
as well as urban areas. He also explained how students learn
from family, society, and different groups.
Dr. Anuradha Jain, Director, VIPS discussed how the mentor
mentee relationship is going to change with advent of online
education and how it can be made more meaningful
Dr.G.S.Popli, Director, DSPSR concluded the session
focusing on the importance of Flip learning and Blended
learning. He also emphasized upon adopting the above to
make the students more knowledgeable and skillful.

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

Dr. Mishra was one of the Key panelists at a
Conference organised by Globsyn School of Management in association with AIMS on “Rebooting B-School
curriculum post Covid 19” held on 30th May
Dr. Mishra also attended the Valedictory programme as
Chief Guest of the 2-day FDP organised by Vishisht
School of Management, Indore on “Online Teaching
Tools and Applications” on 28th June.
Dr. Vartika Chaturvedi & Dr. Nitin Saxena have published a research paper titled "Survival of the Quickest: India's Response to COVID-19" in a Journal of Xi’an University of Architecture & Technology, (SCOPUS Indexed –
Impact Factor – 3.7 | UGC Care Journal | ISSN 10067930).
Dr. Nitin K Saxena got a Research Paper on Using Social
Network Sites as an Educational Tool: Digital Empowerment and Academic Performance published in UGC
Care Journal | Co-author: Dr. Vartika Chaturvedi
Prof KP Kanchana’s Research Article on Pulse of HR
during Covid 19, what HR is doing was published in an
international journal.
Research Paper by Dr. Santosh Kumar on Effectiveness
of past data for the prediction of future return in NSE
was published in Vol 10 Issue 6 No 7 of June 2020 of Juni
Khyat Journal, ISSN 2278-4632 an indexed peer reviewed
and listed journal in UGC Care with an impact factor of
6.525.
Dr Nitin Saxena was the Resource Person for imparting an
online course on Aesthetic Excel organised for nonteaching staff of the Jaipuria Group of Educational Institutions. It was a 4-day course of 2 hours’ duration. Apprx 50
participants enrolled for the programme.

Dr. Santosh delivered talk at a webinar on “Capital Market and Security Analysis” held on 13th May for the UG
students of ITS, Mohan Nagar. Ghaziabad.
Dr. Timira Shukla, Dr. Nitin K Saxena and Dr. Vartika
Chaturvedi chaired various sessions of the international
conference titled “New Normal: Corporate and SelfManagement in Current Scenario” held on 17 & 18
June, 2020 organised by School of Management, Gautam Buddha University, Greater Noida, India.
Dr. Nitin K Saxena also took a session on Marketing
4.0 with the students of RNB Global University on
invitation. The session was held on the 20th of June.

Employability Opportunities and
Hurdles in Post Covid Scenario

More on Faculty News

June 19, 2020

JSB organized a Webinar with a focus on the change in the
employment scenario. The panel at the Webinar comprised
of two experienced Directors from the Academia and one renowned industry professional. The eminent panelists shared
many valuable information and discussed some pertinent
and contemporary issues relevant to the employability scenario in current times and that in the times to come.

•

Dr Nitin Kr Saxena delivered Session on Data Collection Tools during 5 Day FDP on " Research Methodology" organized by BM University, Rohtak, Haryana. on
25th May 2020. (393 Participants)
Leveraging the Power of HR Analytics

June 27, 2020

Jaipuria School of Business, Ghaziabad conducted a
webinar on “Leveraging the power of HR analytics” with the
objective of looking at some key areas and sharing valuable insights to enable HR to become more accountable &
reliable for delivering strategic and revenue/cost driven results.
This programme was aimed at HR professionals from
industry and academicians across India who aspire to
become digitally enabled and leverage the power
of HR analytics. The webinar lasted until 2 hours and there
were over 300 participants. Ms. Anjali Khanna (Vice President, HR) was the moderator of the session and Prof. KP
Kanchana (Assistant Professor, HR) & Dr. Vartika Chaturvedi (Associate Professor, HR) were the coordinators. The
guest speakers were Mr. Ashish Garg (Vice President,
American Express), Mr. Indranil Bose (Dean, University
of Bolton, UAE), and Ms. Runa Maitra (Founder & Director, People Talent International).

Dr. Jitendra Kumar Mishra, Director, JSB, discussed how
technology Is going to change the shape of employability
post Covid-19. He elaborated that the IoT will play an
important role in this new scenario which will push its adoption in a lot of technologies that already exist.
Mr. Aditya Ghildyal, AGM (HR), New Holland Fiat India Pvt.
Ltd., discussed how the industries are dealing with current
scenario of Covid-19 and what hurdles they are likely to face
in the near future. He pointed out the current position of some
reputed companies based on facts and figures.
Dr. Praveen Pachauri, Director (Projects & Planning), NIET
Greater Noida elaborated the future prospect of
Entrepreneurship after Covid -19. He said it will be a golden
chance for entrepreneurs to start new businesses. The
Government of India is leaving no stone unturned to provide
start-ups with the best of opportunities to grow and shine in
the current market scenario.
Dr. Timira Shukla, Dean, JSB, coordinated the speakers in
a very effective manner and kept all the speakers on track
around the theme. She lined up all the queries raised by the
attendees.
More than 230 participants attended the webinar.
It was a very informative session rich with data from across
various industry sectors and which also involved two poll sessions which indicate that 96% of respondents agree with the
panelists in their summation that "COVID 19 has made
individuals today more technologically equipped in their worklife than the pre- Covid 19 days".

According to Mr. Indranil Bose, People Analytics helps
organisations to rely more on data instead of relying on gut
feelings. He also gave a real example of GOOGLE, one of
the most innovative companies in the world.
Mr. Ashish and Ms. Runa handled the Q/A round of audience in which they talked about the implementation
of HR analytics in the industry. The audience also asked
about
-the benefits of HR analytics
-how to get started as HR analysts
-key skills required to become an HR analyst
The webinar also threw light on ‘How organizations can improve its quality of hire using data analytics and show a
measurable impact on business KPIs.’ Finally, the webinar
ended by helping audience to understand how to get
started in this career and how it is beneficial for industry to
grow.

Business Analytics: From Analytics to Decision to Strategy,
How do organizations use analytics?
April 25, 2020
Panelists: Mr.Prasun Bansal (IIT-D, Stanford, IIM-A), CEO of
Bansal Group, Ms.Aastha Gupta, Business Development Executive in Dell Technologies, Mr. Chirandeep Mallick (IIM-A),
Deputy General Manager of RPG Enterprises, Mr. Debashish
Addy (IIM-A), Founder and CEO of Addy Digital Analytics Pvt
Ltd.
Dr.Damayanti Datta, Associate Professor, JSB, introduced the
topic and asked the speakers to elaborate on the same.

GLIMPSES OF DR RAJARAM JAIPURIA MEMORIAL LECTURE

Mr.Debashish Addy spoke on how Airtel used analytics to identify
its subscriber catchment area and tailor made its campaigns to
align with its strategy.
Mr.Chirandeep Mallick spoke analytics is used in different RPG
Enterprise businesses including commodity buying, tyres, etc.
Ms.Aastha Gupta spoke of how analytics is used in machines via
IOT and in marketing for humans.
Mr.Prasul Bansal spoke how organizations must be careful in
gathering data, avoiding bias, analyzing results from first principles model and ensuring the relevance before using it in decision
making.
Finally there was a discussion on what are the challenges faced
by organizations in implementing analytics outcomes in their
businesses followed by a Q&A session from attendees.
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